Auditory verbal hallucinations in schizophrenia correlate with P50 gating.
While auditory verbal hallucinations (AVHs) are a common symptom of schizophrenia, the underlying mechanisms behind these perceptual anomalies and their effects on auditory processing are not fully understood. Patients suffering from schizophrenia have been shown to exhibit impaired sensory gating of acoustic stimuli, evidenced by a failure to inhibit the auditory P50 scalp recorded middle latency evoked potential response to the second of two paired auditory "clicks" (S1-S2). Because abnormal activation of auditory pathways is associated with a general AVH trait of schizophrenia patients, this study correlated the hallucinatory trait subscale of the Psychotic Symptoms Ratings Scale (PSYRATS) scores of 16 actively hallucinating patients with their P50 responses to S1 and S2 as well as sensory gating indices. P50 gating in patients was also compared to twenty one healthy controls. Control S1 amplitudes were significantly greater than those of patients. There was a negative correlation between PSYRATS scores and gating difference score as well as with S1 amplitude, and a positive correlation with gating ratio, indicating the global trait of hallucinating schizophrenia patients may be associated with deficiencies in the processing of auditory stimuli. No significant correlation was found when the same analysis was applied to a state-dependent hallucination ratings scale. Results suggest the relationship between auditory hallucinations and auditory processing dysfunction measured by P50 response is more trait than state dependent in schizophrenia.